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ANJUMAN'S ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
Universal F'eac~ of Islam th~ only Rntidot~ to th~ Universal War 

Some Salient Features 

The Anjuman's Annual Conference which 
was held as usual during the Christmas week was 
a unique gathering in many ways-perhaps the 
only gathering of its kind that met anywhere 
during that week when all manner of 
groups of people come together, review their 
work during the outgoing year and make 
fresh resolutions for the coming year. We 
would record just a few of its main features. 

God Not a Spent Force 

Foremos.t of all one felt struck by the motive 
force which made so many people come together 
from distant parts of tha country. It was noth
ing of the kind of the so many "Promised Lands," 
flowing with milk and honey generally held out 
before the people to work up their enthusiasm
no Swaraj, no Hindu-Stan, no Pakistan to tickle 
the popular fancy and play upon national 
or communal passions. The only Force that 
made the Ahmadiyya Buildings, Lahore, the 
rallying point of these people was what the 
world at large considers, to all intents and pur
poses, to be a spent force, They believe and 
believe with as certainty as the reader reads 
these lines that God is not a spent force, that He 
is a force to-day just the same as in the days of 
old-the days, say, of Moses when He came to 
the succour of that great God-visioned man 
and routed the hordes of the Pharaoh that wanted 
to crush the God-forces released by him, the 
days of that sweet preacher of the Sermon qn 
the Mount who wore a crown of thorns with a 
smiling face and mounted the cross inorder to 
uphold and glorify the name of the Father-in
Heaven before a blind humanity, the days of 
the last of this galaxy of Men, in whom God. 
forces found the strongest manifestation-the 
Prophet of Islam. Lt was something of this 
conviction that had not only brought these 
people together to the Anjuman's Conference 
but seemed also to have cemented them into a 

brotherhood and galvanized them with the 
fervour one generally associates with comrade• 
ship-in-arms. Call it queer, quixotic, back• 
number or whatever you would, there you are, 
God was the only battle cry of these people, the 
sole anchor sheet of the New World Order they 
venture to visualize, the only "formula", to use 
a modern political term, out of the muddle in 
which humanity has landed itself. This was 
the first thing about this gathering which could 
not fail to impre5s an observer. 

A Universal War: A Universal Peace 
The second thing that arrested ones atten• 

lion was the higher plain of thought at which 
the various speeches at the Conference were 
conceived-- thought which should serve as a 
beacon-light and a tonic to a groping and droop
ing humanity. Maulana Muhammad Ali, the 
Head of the Lahore Ahmadiyya Movement 
called attention to the greatest fact of the time 
-a fact never before thrown up in such bold 
relief. Never before bad the flames of War 
enveloped humanity on such a universal scale. 
Humanity was now in the grip of a universal 
calamity. No cure for the ills of present da;y 
humanity which had assumed universal propor
tions could prove of any avail unless it was a 
cure of universal .tpplicability. Islam alone laid 
the foundations of a truly universal peace. The 
Maulana dwelt at length on the point to show 
that no other system, religious, political or social 
could claim the really unbounded universality of 
the principles of peace and good-will which 
Islam came to implant in human mind. The 
Universal Peace of Islam, he urged, was the sole 
panacea for the ravages of a universal War. 

Islamic Ambulance Corps 
The Maulana made an impassioned appeal to 

the Musalmans to take note of this greatest fact 
of the time and do their duty by humanity. 
Humanity lay prostrate, torn and bleeding Jt 
needed doctors, surgeons and nurses to apply the 
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healing blam to its wounds. Islam was the only 
healing balm. The Musalmans must be up, 
exhorted the Maulana, nnd carry that balm to 
every part of the world. The Ahmadiya i\·lovc
ment, he said, was nothing but that spiritual 
Ambulance Crops which was the crying need of 
the day. 

This War and the Quran 
Maulana Sadrnddin, Founder of the Berlin 

Mosque and Islamic Mission and author of the 
German Translation of the Quran, in his usual 
sweet strains, chanted verse after verse of 
the Holy Quran to show how this War 
put a seal of confirmation on the Qllranic 
truths. The Quran depicts human nature as so 
forgetful of the most patent fact of existence, 
viz., of its own Creator, that in it~ over absorp• 
tion in the things of the earth turns away from 
Him. lt transgresses the higher healthy laws of 
life. Then comes God's grip on a forgetful 
sinning humanity in order to chisel and chasan it. 
The horrors of this War had that same purpose 
behind it. The Western people had no thought 
left for the Creator anywhere in their mental 
make-up They had lost all vision of Providence 
and His purpose and plan of life. The War had 
come to bring them round to their senses. They 
had been greatly shaken out of their false values 
of life and already the most stiff-necked of them 
found no other escape from the inferno of the 
War than to turn to God and seek His 
protection, 

Role of Ahmadiya Movement 

Maulana Aftabnddin, Imam of the Mosque, 
Woking spoke on the role of the Ahmadiya 
Movement in shaping the shape of things to 
come, the much talked-about New Order. He 
emphasized that the present civilization was toter
ing and some religious mo\'emEmt should come to 
lay the iouodation of a new one. Religion always 
supplied basis for cidlization and culture as was 
evidentfromthe examples of Prophet Muhammad 
and Arab civilization, Reformation and Renais
sance, Raja Ram Mohan Roy and Tagore 

It was not the same people that generated 
religions feeling and produced civilization and 
cultnre-the companions had no material civiliza
tion but they supplied basis for it in later 
generations. 

As in the case of a nation, so in international 
relations, One nation generates religious feeling, 
another produces civilization on its basis. Romans 
mnst have borrowed religious perception from the 
Jews. Muslims have been supplying religious 
perception to the present civilization. In the 
present century Muslims were at the lowest ebb 
of spiritual perception, hence the present catas
trophe. The Ahmadiya Movement came to revive 
this religious faith to form the basis for the 
coming civilization. The new order has to be born 
in the hea ts of Muslims, in their realisation of a 
living God having perfect control over the des
tinies of nations. 
Spiritual Tunnel-boring 

lfr, Muhammad Yaknb Khan, Editor of The 
Light traced the groping of the human mind 

after a true principle of life. The various 
slogans that caught popular fancy fro1n time to 
time were so many mile-stones indicating the 
path that the mind of man had travelled so far. 
Patriotism and· nationalism had their day and 
indicated a narrow territorial earth-bound out
look. It was disco\'.ered that this principle 
would not work. It only intensified ill-will 
between man and man and Jed to perpetual war• 
fare. 1hen humanity started thinking in terms 
of "systems." Capitalistism, S0cialism, Com• 
mttnism held human mind for n time. This 
was n stnge higher in the upward march of 
human outlook. That outlook was now lifted 
from the earth and tixed on "ideaf." There 
was a reaction against this cold intellectualism. 
The reaction took the form of'National-Socialism 
and Fascism. These schools imparted cold 
economic "ideas " a warm energizing blend of 
the racial feeling. This was n step from" idea" 
to " ideal." This did not mend matters either. 
The cnnfnsion became worse confounded. This 
was followed by the emergence of two new 
terms on the mental horizon of man. These 
were" order•• and "culture " All these steps 
from the mere territorial loyalty onward, ind1c• 
ated a growing expansion of the human outlook. 
"Order" implied that things done so far on 
little scales would not do. There must be a 
wholesale overhauling. The whole social 
structure must be rebuilt and on new foundations. 
The term " Culture " came in to point 
which way to look for those fonndations. The 
term was yet not definite in its connotation. 
It was the latest phase of the development 
of human outlook, the spear-head of the mind 
of humanity seeking to penetrate the 
encircling pall of darkness, something like the 
antenna of the insects that feel their way about. 
'With all its vagueness it bad one clear-cut 
import. It implied a non-mater~~l • O?!loo~ o~ 
life as distinct from the word c1v1hzat1on 
which stood for the material equipment of 
human life. This could not be the last station. 
Empty, negative, vague outlook contd carry 
humanity no far. It must soon _take ~ ~tep 
further and gh·e place to something pos1t1ve, 
definite, warm, energizing. That mental step 
onward would come in due course. In fact it 
was already in the process of crystallization. That 
steps would be•• Faith." Humanity wo?ld before 
lono find itself driven to re-evaluate life on the 
basis of ••faith" and "no-faith." These wer~ !he 
only two divisions recognised in the Divine 
Social Order, as vouchsafed throngh various 
Divine Souls. They recognised only two classes 
in a society-the class of the " Faithful " and 
that of the " Faithless." 

Humanity, the speaker went on, was being 
driven towards this position. But "faith " was 
not a plant that con~d grow out ?f earthly soil. 
No philosophy or science could kindle the spark 
of " faith." It was a matter of the "other• 
world," the mysterions nan-material world to 
which our material senses had no access. Bet• 
ween this world and the "other " world thertt 
was a barrier which could only be pierced by 
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1k fight 
Thursday, January 8, 1942 

Air-Raid Shelter Within 
You 

"0 dwellers of the Islnnd f You too arc not immune 
from danger. Your self-made God cannot save you. 

In these words is couched the warning 
to the dwellers of the islands in one of the 
spiritual illuminations of the founder of this 
Movement-illuminations visualizing the 
catastrophes of the first as well as of this 
War and giving a vivid picture of the horrors 
of these \Vars. 

Perhaps the warning has a reference to 
the British Isles whose suflerings during 
the bombardment of the German Lutwaf 
were reported by eye-witnesses to be rem
iniscent of the scriptural picture of Hell, 
with its raging flames, its fire and brimstone, 
its wringing of hands and gnashing of 
teeth. That the British people put up a 
valiant and dogged resistance to it is a 
different thing. The fact remains that 
those Isles went through some right hellish 
times. 

Since Japan has plunged into the arena 
of War, the words have gathered arlded 
significance. It is islands mostly that have 
come in for a good deal of hard hitting, so 
that it may be said to be an island-warfare 
that has now started. Japan itself is an island 
country and may before long share the fate 
of other islands when American bombers 
take the wing towards Tokiyo. Then there 
are quite a constellation of islands, of all 
sizes, with which the Pacific waters are 
studded. The isles comprising the Dutch 
East Indies and Australia are also within the 
danger zone whereas the strategic island 
of Singapore is the object of immediate 
attack. 

We call attention to this because the 
words quoted at the top give an explanation 
of these calamitous events which may, to 
average worldly-minded wisdom, seem 
rather queer. It is hinted that these are 
the result of turning away on the part of 
people from true God, the Creator of the 
whole of this universe and the whole of 
mankind and of installing self-made gods 
instead. What are these self-made gods ? 
Greed of power and self-aggrandizement ; 
mammon worship, low life of the flesh. 

What is the way of safety suggested ? 
Turning to God, to the true, real, living 
God who controls and guides the universe, 

where not a blade of grass moves without 
I-I is will and l'>urpose, It is idle to <"Xpect 
any good without falling in with this uni
vers,i I scheme and purpose of existence. 
To Hy in the face of this scheme is to incur 
the wrath of the Creator which we already 
witness overtaking us. Coarse matter
ridden eyes may not see this subtle back
ground of the working of the universe, it is 
there 11011e-the-less and the sooner we see it 
the better, if we do not wish to be actually 
annihilated. 

No earthly power can save man from 
the consequences of flouting the will of that 
All-Powerful Purpose that sways every tiny 
atom of this universe. The once mighty 
Russia of the Czars was known as the 
Steam Roller of the world. That 
H.olkr was blown oft like a stray straw 
when Providential wind began to blow. The 
Czar became an object lesson to humanity. 
Upon the ashes of that Power arose an
othn and greater Power which out-did its 
predecessor in flouting the Universal 
Scheme of things. It actually declared an 
open war on God and religion. The 
scourge of God was not long in overtaking 
it and one shudders to think of the grue
some horrors of war inflicted on Russia. 
They stand unparalleled in history. 
Germany "'hich for the time being, had thft 
upper hand, is already tasting the bitter 
fruit of her vandalism. 

No Power on earth is too great for 
that Power of Powers, the master of the 
universe. Dreadnoughts and battleships 
are poor protection against His wrath, as 
we have seen at our cost. They may go 
to the bottom of the sea any moment. No 
armoured cars, no tanks, no fighters, no 
hombers, no anti-air-craft guns, no Panzer 
Divisions can avail humanity a brass 
button if these forces are arrayed against 
the will of Providence. Empires may 
crumble over-night like a house of cards. 
Crowns may lick the dust like paltry 
trinkets. There is only one haven of safety 
left for man under the sun, provided he 
has the eyes to see it. That is the haven 
of falling in with the Divine Order of 
things. 

It is all a question of eyes, however. It 
is very seldom that people steeped deep 
in worldly mud and mire can lift up their 
eyes from their dirty stinky environment 
to higher, serene. peaceful altjtudes of bliss 
and sunshine which is real and abiding. 
History records that generally erring huma
nity persisted in its evil course of life till it 
was overtaken by its doom. 

Humanity has already tasted some of 
that bitter cup. We hope and pray, how
ever, that it may be spared the doom of 
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tasting it to the dr-egs. There is already 
an awakening to this great fact that is 
behind this grim drama of carnage and 
bloodshed. His Majesty the King in his 
Christmas broadcast to the Empire empha
sized that in the thick darkness that 
envelops us on all sides we must have God 
for our brightest star to light up our path. 
President Roosevelt spoke in the same 
strain. Strength of armaments and re
sources is of no avail, he said, unless back
ed. by the strength of God to whom we 
must turn in this hour of unprecedented 
crisis in the destinies of mankind. 

We hope this spirit may catch and 
become universal throughout the Empire 
and America. Therein-lies the chance of 
these Powers and of civilization to survive 
the wrath of Providence with which the 
earth has been visited. 

God, the true living God of the Uni
verse, is the only effective air-raid shelter 
that can really save terror-stricken humani
ty. No other false self-made god or gods 
can avail man aught. And for that shelter 
you have not to dig down into the bowels 
of the earth It lies within you. You have 
to delve it in the depths of your own 
heart. That is a shelter of a warm living 
throbbing faith in Providence which no 
German or Jap bomb can pierce. 

(Continued from page 2) 

rays lighter than X-rays. These were the 
u spitit•rays" with which the Prophets, Seers, 
Rishis were gifted. Jn every age and clime 
they had been appearing to bore a tunnel, as it 
were, threugh the thick barrier that concealed the 
"other side" from our gaze. Those tunnels got 
choked up through lapse of time. A Prophet was 
therefore followed by other prophets. The Pro
phet of Islam, however, had left in our hands 
the weapon with which to keep the tunnel clear. 
That weapon was the Quran, as intact to-day 
as ever. Its edge however was dulled by Mullas. 
Th~ M ujaddids were therefore provided to sharp• 
en the edge of that weapon anc. clear off the 
debris to reopen the tunnel. That was the 
need which the Ahmadiya Movement fulfilled 
whose Founder claimed to have bored con
tact with Spiritual Background of the World 
with the Quranic weapon in his hand. 

Mr. Jinnah Comes In 

This picture of the Conference will be in• 
complete without a mention of another impor• 
tant feature, All the people assembled make it a 
point to say their prayers in a body for three days 
and every day after the morning prayer, Dars 
(a lesson) is given on a Quranic text. This is 
" speciality with Dr. Basharat Ahmad every 

year. This year, he chose for one morning, the 
text : 

"0 ye who are believers! Do 1,ot • take 
for friends those wno are non-believers until 
you have secured yourselves to the utmost 
limit of security." 

Commenting on this he made a nice point 
applying it to present-day conditions. Mr. Jinnah 
was bound to succeed, he explained, because the 
position he had taken up exactly coincided with the 
one urged in this verse. The verse enjoined that any 
alliance between Muslims and non-Muslims must 
have one pre-requisite condition. That condition 
was that the Muslims must first safeguard their 
interests against them to the utmost extent 
necessary and then, by all means, extend a hand 
of alliance to them. This was exactly what 
Mr. Jinnah was doing. The Indian Muslims 
were now between two parties the British and 
the Hindus. Mr, Jinnah w.1s prepared to form 
an alliance with them only if they give the 
Muslims their due rights-full due, 11ot a whit 
less. To the Englishman he said: "Give 
me a real effective share in the administration 
of the country if you want Muslim co-operation 
in the war effort - fifty-fifty share with non• 
Muslim elements, 11ot 011e less than fifty." To 
the Hindu he said : "\\'e are friends but we 
must have Muslim majority rule in the Muslim 
majority provinces just as you will have Hindu 
majority rule in Hindu majority Provinces. 
Muslims will have nothing less. They will 
never submit to all-India Hindu majority rule." 
This position, it was explained, was the only 
correct Quranic position and since Mr. Jinnah 
had taken this up he was bound to win. 

• The Doctor Sahib contrasted Mr. Jinnah's 
stand with that of Maulana Abu! Kalam. The 
latter was an erudite scholar of Islam but he 
had missed this essential point in the Quranic 
teaching on international polity. Mr. Jinnah 
was not and never claimed to be a scholar of 
the Quran but unconsciously he had laid a firm 
hold on a gn:at Quranic principle. 

Funds Commandeered 

What formed another distinguishing feature
of this Conference was that it was not a show 
of idle speechifying or resolutions. Here you 
could see assembled people with a definite objec
tive and in right earnest about that objective. 
They contribute all the year round towards the 
maintenance of the various activities of Ishaat-i• 
Islam run by this Anjuman at a rate fron. J/16 
to 1/10 of monthly income. The budget for the 
out•going year however showed a deficit of 
Rs. 30,000 which was to be made up. There 
were no appeals in the usual sense of that term. 
Maulana Muhammad Ali just read out a list of 
names, each one allotted a particular sum 
according to his means ranging from Rs. 50 to 
Rs. 1,000. And in 30 minutes the sum of 
Rs. 30,000 was made up by less than 300 people 
who were selected for this taxation. 
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WHAT 15 ISLAMIC PURDAH? 
(By Pro(. Abdul ilajid Khan) 

India is suffering at present from economic, 1· India make ugly reading and clearly demonstrate 
social and political ills of a grave nature. There the irreparable harm which the Purdah system 
are at present three schools of thought regarding has done to the frail physique of the Muslim 
the problem of social reform in India. The women. The rigidity and the rigours of the veil 
followers of one school maintain that all reform are responsible for the ever swelling lists of 
will follow freedom and the supporters of the con5umptive ladies. Like mother, like son : and 
second school of thought hold that social reform consumptives giving birth to chronic invalids are 
must precede political reform. In between these not only doing disservice to India, but are de
two extremes are the upholders of the third finitely injuring the cause of humanity, because 
school who believe that society is an organic our bodies are so many temples for spirit of Cod 
whole and it is not a good thing to establish a to dwell in and a sound body alone can develop 
divorce between social reform and political re- and nourish a sound mind. What service can 
form. They aver that even in countries which physical wrecks render to their country or to 
are self governing reformers are busy to change humanity? There is an impressive consensus 
their social systems in order to adapt themselves of expert medical opinion that a sickly person is 
to the ever varying conditions of the world. So more apt to succumb to evil temptations than a 
social Swaraj along with political Swaraj will stoutly built one. Athletes can ill afford to 
solve our present difficulties. indulge in sensual gratification, while anemic 

The problem of Purdah is one of the most ?nffers will grow weak~r day by _day ~y descen~
pressing problems of the day in India. Many mg de~per ~nd deeper rnto the dirty pit of their 
definitions of Purdah have been given so far by carnal. pass10ns. Mon_ey can mak~ trenches but 
its supporters. Space forbids me to go into the men vigorous and _vmle are required t~ man 
details of those theories. Suffice it to say that them. What a pity _that we do not realize the 
by " Puidah" I mean the envelope in which extent of the harm which the pre::alent Purdah 
women wrap themselves up. In popular parlance h~s done to t~e welfare of the 1:atton,. and do not 
" Purdah" stands for Burqa, the veil with which gird up our loms to do away with this senseless 
ladies cover their faces. In almost all the Social custom. 
Confe.rences which have been holding their Of cranks there is no lack in this world. It 
sessions at different times throughout the length is always unwise and unchiva!rous to sit in 
and breadth of the country, the problem of judgment on the morality of other nations. 
Purdah has been discussed by scholars and Human beings are fallible; they are erring mortals 
speakers infinitely more enlightened than myself. and sinning souls. They are subject to all 
Many pamphlets have been written for and frailties which the human flesh is heir to. It is 
against the Purdah system. But prejudices die thus improper to indulge in sweeping generaiisa
hard; we are made of some thing refractory and tions, while referring to the morals of the 
until and unless truth becomes current coin we Western nations. Some of us think that the 
must go on repeating it. It is perfectly true Purdah system is conducive to the '1evelopment 
that in these days of social reconstruction, the of chastity and modesty among w.omen folk and 
word Purdah sounds inapt and incongruous. It is responsible for strengthening their moral fibre. 
is a medieval word. It has an ugly connotation. But this is an absolutely baseless claim and an 
lt is at present a faint courtesy to a fast dis- entirely erroneous notion. lt escapes the sup• 
appearing custom. It has an air of unreality porters of "Purdah "that chastity is not a hot 
about it. It is a lifeless and perverted institution. house growth and that cold storage is not 

Prevalent Purdah is a pernicious poison essential for the preservation of that most 
which has particularly eaten into the vitals of precious feminine gem, called modesty. The age 
the l\luslim community in India. Apparently of monks and nuns is over. The self immolation 
this seems to be an exaggerated and wild state- of a half naked hermit living in a cave or out in 
ment. But a moment's reflection will convince a jungle, "far from madding crowd's ignoble 
most of you of the profound truth of the above strife," has lost all charms for us. Likewise 
assertion. It is admitted on all hands that half women full of "fogitive and cloistered virtue 
the misery of the Indian Muslims can be alleviat- unexercised and unbreathed that never sallies 
ed if only they show the sense of doing away out" are not women of really strong moral 
with the solemn farce of the present Purdah character. It is a foul libel to say that. ladies 
system. Who does not know that a nation is can lead chaste lives only if they live like 
but an aggregation of individuals and who is mummies in glass houses. It is, indeed, a poor 
here to deny that the physical and moral health compliment to the better half of humanity. 
of a nation depends on the physical and moral Chastity would be a poor thing if it could not 
health of its individuals and it also goes without stand the vulgar stare of the vagabonds. It can 
saying that the health of a child is chiefly de- be safely observed that women know best what 
termined by the health of his mother ? Now no is right and what is wrong: they can distinguish 
man dare maintain that women given to prison between good and evil and they have the innate 
like confinement· can retain good health, The courage to run the gauntlet of the gaze of the 
Health Reports of almost all the provinces of goondas. Covering of the f.ace with a veil has 
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got nothing to do with the character of women. 
lo fact, the public ii; the best chaperon of our 
morals. 

Chnrncter depends on heredity and environ
ment. vVhat you would like to put in the life 
of a nation, put in its schools nnd colleges, 
museums and libraries. As n mnttur of foct, 
nurseries are more important than schools nncl 
colleges. Mothers can implant lofty ideals in 
the minds of their children and schools and 
c:olleges can nourish and develop them. Heredity 
is important hut environrnent plays a greater 
part in the life of human beings. Environment 
includes up-bringing and education. 1f upbring• 
ing is excellent and education is of the right 
type, the future citizens of a conntry can he 
honest, truthful, intelligent, industrious, and 
efficient, bttt what good can we except from 
women who are treated by their fathers, hus
bands and brothers ns mere "dumb dri\·en 
cattle." 

Women are hurran beings. They have ~ottl. 
They have intelligence. They have feelings. 
They want to grow, Of late, in every country 
of the world there has been a tremendous 
awakening among womankind. They are fast 
coming into their own. Their souls have 
awakened. If man was born free, so was woman. 
Let us not grudge them their elementary rights 
of citizenship. It is their inborn right (as it is 
of men) to breathe open and fresh air and to 
enjoy glorious and bracing sunshine. Surely, 
mothers who gave birth to Buddha, Muhammad, 
Nanak, Rolland, Andrews, Tagore and Gandhi 
were not Purdah prisoners. The Maharani of 
Jhansi, Sultana Razia and Chand Bibi could not 
have been able administrators if they had been 
addicted to the use of Burqa. Women who lack 
the courage of their charms can never ha,•e the 
courage of their conviction, so they become 
rudderless ships and can be of no service to the 
nation, Truth to tell, prison like confinement 
breeds morbid curiosity in the minds of women. 
Hiding faces from familiar faces is the rule and 
veiling them in the presence of strangers and 
hawkers, an exception. 

Now, I would like to ask the following questions 
of the staunch supporters of the current Burqa. 

(a) Is it a fact that the Holy Quran never 
prohibited women from going out of the houses 
for their needs ? 

(b) Is it a fact that in the time of the Holy 
Prophet, women used to go regularly to 10osques 
and used to say their prayers along with men, 
standing in a separate row, but without any veils 
on their faces ? 

(c) Is it a fact that while going round the 
Kaabah, during the Haj time every year, no 
Muslim woman can put on a veil ? 

(a) ls it a fact that women accompanied the 
army of the holy Prophet to the battle-field and 
looked after the wounded, removing them from 
the field when necessary and helped fighting 
men in.many other ways, nay, even fought the 
enemy man emergency? 

(e) Is it a fact that in the life of the Holy 
Prophet women joined theh· husbands in the 
labour of the field ? 

<II Is it a fact that in the days nf the Holy 
Prophet, there was no hnr lo women's takin~ lo 
any occupation which wns open to men ? 

(J!) ls it ii fact that in the days of lhe first 
1'1'.halifas women used to ask thcrn seardti11g 
questions and at times severely critici,:etl their 
adrnini8trative policy and pointed out their mis
take to them ? 

(Ji 1 r s it a fact that ~orne nf the ~11 y ings of 
the 1-!oly Prophet were heard frorn the lips of 
women nnd were incorporated hy the: \Hiters of 
the day in their works? 

(i) ls it a fact that in Islam if there is anv 
Purdah at all it is for both men and women and 
that the real restriction mentionc,d in the Holv 
Qnran, is that" men and women when they mee"t 
each other should cast down their look~" : 

(Sumh :Z4, Verses 30 and 31.) 

(jl ls it a fact that there is a saying of the 
Holy Prophet that when a woman reaches the 
age of puberty, she should co,·er her body" ex
cept the face and the hands ? " 

(k) Is it a fact that before the advent of the 
Tamurlaine no Muslim lady in any ~!11slim 
country covered her face with a veil? 

(l) Is it a fact that covering of the face was a 
purely temporary war measnre introduced simply 
to keep women a1,ay from the lustful eyes of the 
ferocious hordes of Tamurlnioe ? 

(m' Is it a fact that Muslim countries, which 
were immune from the devastating raids of 
Tamurlaine, have never known the use of Bt1rqa 
e.g., Morocco, Tunis, Egypt and other :Muslim 
countries of Africa? 

(11) Is it a fact that co,·ering of the face is a 
sight pecuilar to those Muslim countries which 
were overrun by Tamurlaine e.i-:., India, Afgha• 
nistan and Persia? 

(o} Is it a fact that even in India at Dresent 
only 10 per cent of the entire populatinn of 
ivfoslim women put on Bmqa and that 90 per 
cent of them have never used it? 

(p) Is it a fact that putting on Burga is 
regarded as a mark of respectability in cities 
only, among the rich and' upper middle classes of 
the Muslims of India? 

ff the replies to the abO\·e qneries are in the 
affirmative. I would appeal to my Muslim 
brother with all the emphasis at mv command 
to do away \Vith Purdah-an exc~escence of 
Islam and a dangerous over-growth. For I 
maintain that in pure and pristine Islam there is 
is no sanction for such a meaningless, unhygienic, 
uncomfortable and unnatural thing as the Burqa 
is. I would appeal to them in the name of light 
and learning to cease at once to be swayed by 
silly superstitions and to put their finger on the 
stirring and pulsating life of the world. J would 
appeal to them to visualize the rapidity of the 
electric spark which has galvanized the western 

(Seepage 8) 
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THE DOCTRINE OF MAL THUS 
ITS USE l'INb ABUSE 

(By Mr. S, M. Fos~il) 

Your editorial comments on the Malthusian 
theory have focussed attention on a subject 
which is agitating the mind of the intelligentsia 
all the world over, As a Student of Economics I 
have not only read MAlthus" on population "but 
several books on what is popularly known as 
Birth-control. I must confe~s that much of the 
literntnre that has grown round the Malthusian 
theory obscurates the issue instead of clarifying 
it. The protoganists of the Birth-control move• 
ment who drag in the name of Malthus ha,•e 
neither studied his work nor understood his 
doctrine. Your editorial comments reveal a 
correct understanding of the Malthusian theory. 

Malthus made certain observations which led 
him to the conclmion that food-stuffs increase 
by arithmetical progression and population 
increases by geometrical progression. He there• 
fore thought that a time would come when the 
population would have increased to such an 
extent that it would not be possible to feed it. 
Assuming (but not granting) this to be true what 
is the remedy? Malthus suggested post-nuptial 
continence. Though we do not agree with his 
diagnosis of the malad)' we accept the remedy. 
Post-nuptial continence should be practised not 
merely as an economic necessity but also as a 
moral and spiritnal duty. 

The Malthusian theory when it was first 
enunciated was greeted with a storm of opposi
tion from the Catholic Church in particular. It 
was branded as unnatural and diabolical. This 
criticism came with ill-grace from the Catholic 
Church which regards celibacy as a great virtue 
and also as indispensable for spiritual realisation. 
Malthusians have twitted the Catholic Church 
though it has kept on its tirade against them. 

The tragedy of the world i,; that greatmen 
are misunderstood and misrepresented. The 
Malthusian theory is not incompatible with the 
highest ideals of morality. Who will oppose or 
object to post-nuptial continence ? It certainly 
needs much self-control for a married man to 
practise continence. 

Malth us was a highly religious man. But 
his followers were not. They realised that post
nnptial continence was difficult to practise for 
the average man. Hence the contraceptive 
methods. You are right in saying " Indeed he 
(Malthus) would be shocked if he were to come 
to-day and see the innumerable methods of 
contraception." What Malth us preached was 
continence and not contraception. Birth-control 
is different from birth-prevention. 

Among the protagonists of the Birth·control 
movement, there are two sections, Malthusians. 
and Neo-Malthusians. In England in the 
latter half of the nineteenth century there 
was a recrmiescence of atheism, The 
Atheists who sometimes call tbemS"elves ra• 

tionalists, thought that Malthus introduced 
ethics in economics by insisting on post-nuptial 
continence. They never attached any importance 
to continence. They argued that when a man 
and·a woman decided to live as husband and 
wife, no limit should be set to the satisfaction of 
their carnal desires. But economic considera• 
tions demanded the limiting of family if a 
decent standard of living should be maintained, 
They tried to wriggle out of this difficulty by 
suggesting contraceptive methods. But their 
new-fangled theories went counter to those of 
l\lalth ns. Therefore they called themselves 
neo-Malthnsians, 

The N eo-Malth usian theory caught the 
imagination of the people. In England it is 
said as a result of the propaganda which Charles 
Bra'dlaugh, 1\-lr. Anne Beasant and other 
protagonists of the Nee-Malthusian theory carried 
on, there was a phenomenal fall in the popula
tion. The Church and the State were very 
much perturbed. The greatness of Christian 
Church depends not on the intelligence and 
integrity of its followers but their numbers and 
the ~tate needs more men and women to be 
made fodder for cannon. The Church and the 
State began to frown on the activities of the 
Birth-control League. With the passage of time 
the opposition to birth-control waned away. It 
is strange that the Lambeth Conference placed 
the imprimatur of its approval on birth-control 
though the Catholic Church is still implacable 
in its opposition to Birth-control. Protestant 
priests marry and support tirth-control; Catholfc 
priests practise celibacy and oppose, birth• 
control! 

"Where is the immorality in resorting to 
contraceptive methods?" ask the protagonists of 
the Birth-control Movement and add "Is it 
moral to regard woman only as a child-producing 
machine ? " Pangs of birth cannot be conceived 
by man. The health of the woman who brings 
forth children year after year deteriorates and 
she reaches an early grave. Even children are 
not healthy and robust. There is much 
force in these arguments. But those who 
are opposed to birth-control are not unmind
ful of these facts. They do not regard woman 
as a child-producing machine. They are 
fully conscious of the excrnciating pain which a 
woman suffers at the time of partruition. They 
are also aware of the fact that the woman who 
brings forth too many children suffers in health 
and her children are generally weak and imbecile. 
Therefore they insist on self-control which is the 
higher form of birth-control. By a proper spac;• 
ing, if the production of children is regulated, alf 
the difficulties and hardships to which a married 
woman is subjected can be avoided. The 
immorality of birth-control lies in the fact that 
the married couple want pleuuca witbo~-
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responsibility. By resorting to contraceptive 
methods one gets pleasure but avoids responsi
bility-the responsibility of the production, and 
upbringing of children. But continence combines 
pleasure with responsibility. 

The democratic and the totalitarian States 
look at this problem from two diametrically oppo
site points of view. In England and France the 
intellectual classes practise birth-control whereas 
among the working classes the birth-rate is very 
high. Where peace prevails, there procrcatio11 
is great. But the demccratic States are afraid 
that if the ranks of the intellectual class who 
has taken to birth-control are thinned it would 
adversely affect the progress of their nations. 
The success of democracy depends upon good 
leadership and the classes from whom lenders 
have been drawn in England and France are 
now practising birth-control and may perhaps 
soon become extinct. Here economic con• 
siderations do not weigh. 

The totalitarian States want to expand their 
frontiers. They want more men to serve as 
fodder for cannon. They are therefore holding 
out every possible inducement to increase 
population. Mussolini when asked what use there 
was in numbers, replied "Out of quantity we 
can evolve quality." 

In India too there is a growing section of 
people who believe in birth-control and practise 
contraceptive methods. Col. Megaw who was 
the Surgeon-General of Madras and later on was 
translated to the Government of India in his 
Memorandum has made out a case for the estab• 
lishment of birth-control clinics in the country. 
The subject of providing birth-control clinics 
came up for discussion in the Legislative Council 
and the city Corporation in Madrss, some time 
ago. Hindn opinion was divided-some 
supportitig and some opposing it. The Protes
tants supported the proposition and Catholics 
opposed it: but so far as Muslim members were 
concerned with one voice they opposed it. 

As you have pointed out in your Editorial 
comments Islam while not ignoring the economic 
aspect of the question looks at it from an 
ethical point of view. Bi rth·cont rol is now a 
fashion and a fad. Many thoughtless people 
without understanding its implications are attract• 
ed to it. Birth-Control which in fact is birth
prevention should yield place to self-control ; 
contraception to continence; so that enjoyment 
of pleasure and fulfilment of responsibilities may 
go together. This is what Malthus really 
preached. 

(Continued from page 6) 

nations into activity. It is high time to muster 
conrage, to weigh the pros and cons of the pro
blem of Pnrdah carefully and then decide with 
i>ne voice for its complete and immediate aboli• 
tion. Removal of the Burqa does not necessarily 
mean that women should mix promiscuously 

with all sorts of persons desirable or otherwise 
at all times. This is not being done even in the 
We,t. All I plead for is that women, since they 
are human like men, must be given equal op
portunities to develop their souls nnd to refine 
them; to widen their outlook and to enlarge 
their mentnl horizon. ls not the pernicious 
prevalent Purdah, a dark spot on the fair na1ne 
of Islam ? Let us tear a page out of the recent 
history of Turkey, if we have altogether for• 
gotten our old glorious traditions. It is altoge• 
thee un •Islamic to regard women as so many 
chattels and caged birds. To argue that the 
abolition of Burqa will make them merely 
'butterflies' is to speak with one's tongue in 
one's cheek. God has endowed women with 
intuition and reason. They are alwnys more 
correct in their judgment than men ; they cannot 
become flappers and they will never flatmt their 
freedom in our faces provided we allow them to 
go out in the open sunshine, to develop their 
powers of decision, deliberation and discrimi• 
nation. \\/omen know fully well that chastity is 
the most valuable thing about them. They are 
the perfection of God's workmanship and art. 
Allov. them to sharpen their judgment by educa• 
tion and to improve their health by making short 
shrift of stinting superstitions and cramping 
customs. Let us listen to the happy tidings of 
the new dawn which is fast approaching. The 
watchmen on the tower are heralding its coming 
with trumpets. \Ve are passing through a great 
age; let us lh•e up to it and let us give women 
their due ; for salvation lies only that way. "The 
woman's cause is man's; they rise or sink toge• 
ther, dwarfed or godlike, bond or free." 

MATRIMONIAL 

\VANTED a Muslim Bride for a well-educated 
English, Urdu aud Tamil knowing young Muslim 
gentleman, Stockist and 1-lerchant in Malabar 
Produce, Alleppey, (Travancore State), worth 
over half a lakh of rupees besides landed pro
perties and well settled in life with nn average 
income of over Rs. 1,500 per annum from 
Landed Properties and other investments. Re• 
ferences regarding financial status may be made 
to the Imperial Bank of India or the Central 
Bank of India Ltd., Alleppey. The girl should 
belong to a respectable family, be of marriage• 
able nge, literate in "Vrdu " and educated in 
English not below the Matriculation standard of 
any Indian University. No objection to con• 
verted orphans or poor circumstances. The 
selected bride can have a settlement in her own 
name of Rs. 5,000 in cash, jewels or in the shape 
of landed properties in the State. She shonld be 
fair, good looking, healthy and must have been 
born and brought up or at least brought up in 
Northern India and must be prepared to abandon 
Purdah. Photo may be exchanged if desired 
Apply to Mr. Z. Cfo, The Travancore News 
Bureau, Rahumathulla Building," Alleppey. 
(S. India). 
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